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About This Game

Space Cat is an arcade platforming game. The goal is to collect as many points as possible without dying. The game's terrain is
constantly being manipulated by destructive forces, such as bombs and missiles, and UFOs, which randomly generate new

terrain. No two playthroughs of the game are the same!

There are three different game modes. Classic Mode, the main game, is as described above. Giant Mode lets you experience the
game on a map that's 4x as large as the original game. Battle Mode allows you to play a free-for-all deathmatch with up to four

players on six unique stages.

The game's options menu allows for a completely personalized gameplay experience. You can toggle items and movement
options to adjust the difficulty to whatever you feel is best for you. If you want an especially difficult game, turn off all

movement options and turn on more hazards, and for an easier game, vice versa...
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Title: Space Cat
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
argagonky
Publisher:
argagonky
Release Date: 2 Dec, 2016
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Worst, game, ever.. What fun this is! It's a music making app that uses the physics of bouncing drops to create the notes.
See the videos to understand. I'm uploading an example to my YouTube.. Only played a little but..

So far, it's a great little game. Just on single player, its fun and weirdly addictive.
Quite difficulty too, even at the medium setting.

Haven't tried local multipalyer yet, need to find a friend so i can invite them round for a game.
(no online multiplayer unfortunately, hopefully that will come later)

Would definitely recommend, especially for the price.. Really polished and fun. The controls are really great, and it's just a
great example of a relatively simple concept that's been executed very well. The graphics and music are a great fit too.
Especially loved the missile levels.. This DLC is great. 3 different versions (LNER Modern, BR Brunswick and LNER Double
Tender). Sounds might not be the best but there is the Steam Sounds Supreme which you can buy for \u00a35 to make it better
for the LNER Modern & BR Brunswick versions. The LNER Double Tender has it's own sound pack for \u00a33.50.
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WOW!
A playable Glitch with a titlescreen! I loved all the 10 Minutes I played.
And you can see surely the dev had a good half an hour of hard work to dev this gem.
I am just unsure about the price... should be much higher. Only 7 Euros make the game look a little bit cheapish.

Always thought it was just a rumor, that you can sell EVERYTHING to Steamcustomers. Till now.
Thumbtack, you are my personal hero! :). Two words: Ocean's Eleven.. Classic HOS game, but for one thing : silhouette HOS ..
they look like HOS but you actually end up manipulating objects forward and backward, moving them from left to right.. untill
they fit the perfect shape to a certain angle. I found these quickly boring. Some achievements will require you to accomplish
them under a minute.
As most games of the genre, the story isn't ambitious but it gets the job done, driving you from many nice and somewhat easy
puzzles to few classic HO scenes and some silhouette HO thingy.
I still recommend it, especially if on sales.

One big pro : The more or less chip music of the retro arcade video game "Flap for Life" (a game in the game) with many chip
sounds of 8-bit music. That was a good and enjoying surprise!. This game offers a really fun twist on Katamary Damacy, and at
25% off, I paid CA$10.86 to play the game on my computer, instead of CA$6.99 to play it on my phone. The graphics are
charming, the mechanic works well, and as far as I can tell, I paid a 50% price premium for the pleasure of playing it on my
computer. The game isn't very long – I played it in a single 107-minute sitting – and the dollar-per-minute value is significantly
better on mobile. Is my point clear yet? It's a fun little game, and it's absurdly over-priced on PC.. I'm so confused. From the
menu, to not being able to walk through certain things, to the.... giant garlic.

At the moment there's really no game. All you do is navigate a bit of a maze and collect masks.

Check out my video for more impressions and gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/Pm-Pe6Ecwgg
. have fun and dont forget to be CRAZY and screaming like a girl. Wonderful, relaxing and emotional soundtrack. It's a high-
point of the experience of the game, and great to listen to casually, too. This is an easy recommendation to anyone with an
interest in VN soundtrack.. "It has been confirmed that this title does not run correctly in a system environment in which the
Windows 10 Anniversary Update from September 2, 2016 has been applied. Please note this before purchase."
But when will you solve this problem?
edit \uff1a They already solved the problem, so now I would recommend it.

August DLC #4 "Bad Apple!! feat. nomico" out now!:
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It's Tuesday night, and that can only mean one thing, Groove Coaster fans: it's release day! This week brings "Bad Apple!! feat.
nomico", the 4th Touhou Project DLC song for August, on sale for $1.99!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/808930

Song Details:
Title: Bad Apple!! feat. nomico
Artist: Masayoshi Minoshima
*Arrange from Touhou Gensoukyou
Difficulty: Simple 2 / Normal 5 / Hard 7 / Extra 10
BPM:138. Groove Coaster - Version 1.0.9 Update:

Groove Coaster for Steam Ver 1.0.9 update notes.. May 27th DLC "Touhou DLC Pack 09" released + free avatars for all!:
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Groove Coaster fans, its Touhou Time again and as a bonus there's two free avatars (details below)!

Touhou DLC Pack 09 contains the following songs at a 20% discount or individual DLC at $1.99 a song!
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/11060/

 Crazy Crazy Dancers / beatMARIO+Amane（COOL&CREATE）- Arrange from Touhou Tenkuushou

 Joker Junko Eienno Junka / beatMARIO - Arrange from Touhou Kanjyuden

 Mikakunin Gensou Coaster / t+pazolite(C.H.S/ALiCE'S EMOTiON)xbeatMARIO(COOL&CREATE) - Arrange from
Touhou Seirensen

 Sado Mami Holic / beatMARIO - Arrange from Touhou Shinreibyou

 Saisoku Saikou Shutter Girl / beatMARIO - Arrange from Touhou Bunkachou

And as a present to all our Groove Coaster players, we have two free avatars included with today's update: Sanae Kochiya from
Touhou Project & UFO from Touhou Seirensen!
. AUTUMN SALE has begun!:

We have 3 specials going on this Autumn Sale!

Taito Invades! bundle, 33% Off!. September DLC #2 "Chururi Chururira" by Dempagumi.inc out now!:
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The highly talented JPOP group Dempagumi.inc is bringing the music, with their hit song "Chururi Chururira" as the 2nd DLC
song for September! Now on sale for $1.99!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/916070/
J-pop music DLC for Groove Coaster
Title: Chururi Chururira
Artist: Dempagumi.inc
TOY'S FACTORY/DEARSTAGE
Difficulty: Simple 4 / Normal 5 / Hard 10 / EXTRA 12
BPM: 200. October DLC - "B.B.K.K.B.K.K." and "GO BACK 2 YOUR RAVE" coming soon!:
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Groove Coaster fans, we have heard your voice and will be bringing 2 fan favorites by nora2r to you all this early October!

Release Dates. Workaround fix for buttons not responding on controller.:
Hi there Groove Coaster fans!

We would like to help present a work around to the issue involving some button inputs not responding while playing.

The main cause of this issue has been narrowed down to the analog stick not being recognized as having returned to the neutral
position after use.

Please follow the steps below for the temporary workaround to this issue.. Announcement about discount percentage for
DARIUS COZMIC COLLECTION Pack.:

Announcement for our Groove Coaster fans. Due to the DARIUS COZMIC COLLECTION Pack being discounted too low at
60% some countries were unable to purchase it.

To prevent further issues will be changing the discount rate to 20% on December 19th 18:00pm PDT.

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/8960/Groove_Coaster__DARIUS_COZMIC_COLLECTION_Pack/. 10 song
leaderboard contest winners claim your prize by October 8th 2018 (PDT):

ATTENTION
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